CONTACT US
WWW.AFCORACING.COM
800.632.2320
WWW.DYNATECHHEADERS.COM
800.848.5850
WWW.PROSHOCKS.COM
855.682.4404
A-FAB, LLC
977 HYROCK BLVD
BOONVILLE, IN 47601

About A-FAB, LLC
A-FAB, LLC is a manufacturer of suspension, engine cooling, braking components and
exhaust products for the automotive racing and high performance markets. A-FAB’s
combination of technical innovation, price and quality makes us the preferred choice
of professional racers and car builders since 1983. Originally founded as a small, family
owned business, we now distribute products throughout North America, Europe,
Australia, and New Zealand.
A-FAB is committed to providing our customers the best service and highest quality parts
as well as the most thorough and up-to-date technical assistance available anywhere.

www.afcoracing.com

About OUR BRANDS

www.dynatechheaders.com

www.proshocks.com

What makes us different
UNMATCHED CUSTOMER SERVICE & TRAINING

AFCO Racing Products is an engineering-based manufacturing company staffed by
experienced professionals who are passionate about our industry. A simple need
for a better suspension component 30 years ago has grown into a full service
suspension, cooling and brake manufacturing and distribution company. Three
decades of working closely with racers and tuners has yielded a team focused
on delivering superior performance, quality, and value in every product we make.

Dynatech continues to be the exhaust leader
in all forms of racing and high performance
applications. Advances in racing, engineering,
and design have automakers bringing a whole new breed of cars and trucks
to the streets and tracks. This same excitement and new wave of technology is apparent
at Dynatech. We continue to be focused on new products and award-winning designs.

PRO Shocks is a manufacturing company that has been building shocks, servicing our customers and delivering
championships for over 30 years. The key to our success is attention to detail. Our shocks are carefully built to
strict tolerances to ensure maximum value and performance. We back up our suspension components with
talented sales, tech and customer service personnel to ensure you receive the product you want, the answers
you need and the support you demand.

Our team members are more than welders, machinists, and salespeople. We are racers and enthusiasts just like
you. We understand the needs of our customers and we respond with outstanding technical support and customer
service. Shock schools, chassis seminars, product training, fast and friendly returns and exchanges are all part of
what you get when you purchase A-FAB products.

WORLD CLASS DESIGN & ENGINEERING
Winning products start with the best design and engineering people. Our engineering team is one of the most experienced in
the industry. A-FAB products are known for reliability, performance, value, and innovation. We use a combination of vehicle
data collection tools, virtual reality design software, extensive CAD modeling, finite element analysis testing, laboratory
testing, along with extensive field trials and development before we ever release the first iteration of a new product. We
believe in the “prove it to me method.” That’s why we spend countless hours on the road at the tracks with our customers
testing and refining our products. With A-FAB, you can be sure our products will work as advertised every time!

MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE
Automated production machines such as robotic welders, CNC benders, CNC lathes and mills, laser cutting
equipment, alongside experienced, dedicated manufacturing personnel, give us the ability to produce the
highest quality, most consistent products in our industry. All of our products undergo extensive quality control
checks before making it to your door.

WINNING PRODUCTS
The A-FAB advantage is available in thousands of products for a wide range of applications. The common thread
that ties all A-FAB products together is performance. A-FAB products are built to perform because we like to
win! Manufacturing a second place product just doesn’t interest us. Our unrelenting passion to be the best is the
reason professional racers have relied on A-FAB products for over 30 years!

